Under consideration is further development of the wavelet-based confirmatory factor analysis intended for monitoring of factors responsible for evolution of technical and other systems. According to the proposed approach, the samples of coefficients resulted from discrete wavelet transform of initial parameter time series under study and responsible for different observation periods are considered as values of observed variables in the subsequent confirmatory factor analysis to reveal time history of factor influences and estimate factor interaction. Identification of free factor model parameters is carried out by a novel direct (noniterative) procedure, which is an alternative to traditional local iterative optimization procedures based on the maximum likelihood criteria. A technique for estimating significance of factor model components is discussed. Application of the approach to the analysis of aircraft damage accumulation is given. Analysis of the variance components factor model representing influence of maneuvering load factors occurrences and climatic conditions of basing on aircraft damage accumulation rate revealed differences between national flying training schools to yield statistically significant effect on the process of aircraft damage accumulation under repeated loads. 
Introduction
As a rule, available parameters measured for condition monitoring do not represent characteristics of a system under study in the mode that is suitable directly for understanding system status and formulating reliable conclusions sufficient for proper diagnostics. For multivariate measurements, which condition monitoring usually deals with, it is important to reveal some latent factors responsible for joint variability of observed measurable parameters, determine their nature and scope of influences, and use the obtained information to identify system condition.
It is desirable to replace the parameters those are easy to measure by the parameters those are easy to interpret and understand the system behavior, with minimal information losses being expected during this data mining. Functional relationships between revealed factors and observed parameters are also to be determined for further analysis. As a result of this study, a researcher should get the structure of causal connections between revealed factors and observed variables as well as immediate factor values to differentiate system status, if necessary.
To meet all the indicated requirements, empirical mathematical models and corresponding methods of multivariate statistical analysis were developed [2] [3] [4] . The most appropriate in the discussed situation are exploratory and confirmatory factor models and methods of their analysis. Both approaches are based on the analysis of sample covariance or correlation matrices of the observed parameters under study. The exploratory analysis assumes unknown number of uncorrelated factors with a priori undetermined interpretation 1 , whereas the confirmatory one assumes the factors, their interpretation, causal connections with observed variables and correlation connections between latent factors to be known beforehand.
Since substantial hypotheses concerning the reasons of possible influences on the observed variables are usually available in practice, the latter approach is preferable. However, the traditional confirmatory factor analysis has its own intrinsic defects: − It needs solution of the laborious local multivariate optimization problem to estimate the values of free model parameters that results in impossibility of the global minimum estimation and ambiguous solution − Multivariate normality of observed variables is necessary to get convenient goodness-of-fit criterion for model identification.
Besides, condition monitoring usually needs to take into account time dynamics of observed parameters, with their magnitudes for different time points being formally interpreted as different quantities to be analyzed. To comply with this demand, the simplex method of the confirmatory factor analysis was developed. However, it has serious inherent limitations, which frequently make its practical applications questionable, viz.: possibility of studying factor interaction for adjacent checkpoints only, impossibility of associating factors with time periods, acceptability for analysis of covariance and correlation matrices with simplex structure merely, etc.
To overcome aforesaid problems, a novel method combining capabilities of both wavelet transforms and trained confirmatory factor structures was developed. Its features and advantages, which were presented in papers [5, 7] , are also given here in brief.
The main issue discussed in this paper is a practical application of the approach for studying influence of maneuvering load factors occurrences and climatic conditions of basing on aircraft damage accumulation rate.
Principal Stages of the Analysis
Principal stages of the suggested technology are presented in Figure 1 . This technology combines capabilities of wavelet transforms and trained factor structures. According to the proposed approach, the samples of coefficients resulted from discrete wavelet transform of initial parameter time series under study and responsible for different observation periods are considered as values of observed variables in the subsequent confirmatory factor analysis to reveal time history of factor influences and estimates of factor interaction. Data representation created with the aid of wavelet transforms makes it possible to reveal differences in process characteristics for diverse scales. Identification of free factor model parameters (usually factor variances and covariances) is carried out by a new direct (noniterative) procedure based on the maximum likelihood method, which is an alternative to traditional local iterative solution of optimization problems.
Selection of discrete wavelet transform is determined by its capability to represent properly almost arbitrary time series, including frequently used in practice very short and singular ones, in contrast with the other approaches based on the Fourier transform, which are not acceptable for the time series representing dependencies of the given types. Wavelet coefficients which are responsible for different observation periods are considered as integral characteristics of the corresponding time intervals, which can be used for representation and analysis of relevant characteristics behavior during the time in question. 
Alternative Variant of the Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Proposed alternative variant of the confirmatory factor analysis allows finding the values of free model parameters by a direct (noniterative) method ensuring an unambiguous optimal solution.
Expressing observed variances and covariances via free factor variances and covariances with the aid of a factor model, in the alternative variant of the confirmatory factor analysis it is proposed:  To compose overdetermined sets of equations  To solve them by a direct (noniterative) method using a certain form of the maximum likelihood approach, which is different from the one used in the confirmatory factor analysis [5] [6] [7]  To examine for the adequacy of the obtained equation sets to observations with the aid of statistical goodness-of-fit tests.
To avoid solving nonlinear equation sets as respects to correlation coefficients and factor loadings the variance components path model in which path coefficients (factor loadings) equal to unity is used.
Hereinafter, each observed variance and covariance is associated with an equation that expresses analytically their expected value via free variances and covariances of latent variables and equates it with the corresponding sample estimation. In particular, tracing rules of the path diagram 2 analysis may be used for that. Detour begins against a causal relationship, then it should be the change of a direction on covariance communications, and then movement along a causal relationship is the case. It is necessary to remember also, that covariance communication cannot be bypassed twice. As a result the set of the equations is obtained, in which number of the equations equals to the number of observed variances and covariances. If this number of equations exceeds the number of free model parameters, the overdetermined set of equations is the case that is necessary for the further decision. The method under consideration needs also multivariate normalcy of observed variables.
Let us represent the obtained overdetermined set of equations in matrix notation:
Ax=b, where A -system nxm matrix, which coefficients are determined using the factor model (path diagram) under consideration; b -column nx1 vector of variance and covariance sample estimates, which are determined using In realization of the given approach the following simplifications conditioned by the decision features are useful:
1)
Components of the residual vector  are assumed to be uncorrelated; 2)
Mean-square deviation values of different components of the vector  are set equal to the same fixed proportion (percentage) of the corresponding components of the vector b (the hypothesis of proportionality);
3)
The mentioned proportion (percentage) is selected to realize the equality Taking into account that the direct method of solution allows studying laws of interrelations easily, connections between free parameters of the factor model may be investigated, namely: numerical estimations of certain parameters for the given combinations of other ones with the aid of a matrix formula could be calculated to reveal the dependencies of interest.
As in the traditional confirmatory factor analysis, the considered method also allows to make conclusions on statistical significance of different model components and judge about the importance of the model components under study using goodness-of-fit tests.
To do this one should compare X 2 statistics for two models: saturated model containing the component of interest and simplified model where this component is absent (equals to zero.) Let's denote hypothesis that the saturated model coincides with observation results as Hf. Significance level of the component of interest is revealed if there is no grounds to discard hypothesis Hf.
At first one should estimate free parameters of the simplified model. The obtained value for X 2 statistics is compared with similar characteristics for the saturated model.
Since the difference in these statistics is asymptotically distributed as  2 with the number of degrees of freedom that is equal to the difference in degrees of freedom of saturated and simplified models, this difference is used to verify the zero hypothesis Hr that the simplified model coincides with the observation results against alternative hypothesis Hf.
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If Hr hypothesis is not discarded at the given significance level then the component under study is treated as statistically insignificant and the conclusion is made that the available data do not evidence the influence of the studied model part on the observed characteristic under consideration. If Hr hypothesis is discarded (and Hf hypothesis is accepted), then one can talk about the influence of the studied component on the given characteristic.
Advantages of the wavelet-based confirmatory factor analysis in comparison with a traditional approach to longitudinal studies represented by the simplex method are given in paper [5] .
Model Types
The ways of constructing new factor models for longitudinal studies instead of traditional simplex ones relying on the wavelet-based confirmatory factor analysis include development of path coefficients factor models and variance components factor models as well as and their modifications. Typical examples of these two model kinds are shown in Figures 2 and 3 . Composition of wavelet coefficients to be analyzed in the capacity of observed variables depends on an application problem under consideration and may be varied. where k and l are factor numbers, V* -variances, C** and C*** -covariances between factors. This fact makes it possible to obtain direct estimations of free model parameters using the alternative variant of the confirmatory factor analysis described hereinbefore. Thus, it is the model type that may be used for solution of application problems in reality.
In practical situations, the basic variance components factor model generates a set of particular modifications representing problem peculiarities that are important for solution. For example, simultaneous analysis of different model groups can be useful for studying factor influences in case of several variants of observation conditions (see Figure 4) . 
Practical Application
Task Setup
Comparative analysis of operational loading for Russian maneuvering aircraft used in Luftwaffe (Federal Republic of Germany) and analogous operational characteristics following the Russian standard course of flying training are presented in this paper. Presented results were obtained with the aid of the wavelet-based confirmatory factor analysis combining capabilities of both wavelet transforms and trained confirmatory factor structures. The mentioned aircraft were used in 1992-2004 in accordance with the Luftwaffe standard course of flying training. They also took part in training air combats with American fighters during war games. Besides the comparisons, the aim of the given analysis was to estimate significance of influences of two national flying training schools as well as influences of two national operational environments.
The term "loading" in use represents the characteristics generalizing all the variety of load successions acting on different airframe units (wings, fuselage, horizontal and vertical tails, etc) during operation. These characteristics can depict integrated repetition of accelerations at the center of gravity, repetition of loads acting on airframe units as well as damageability resulted from acceleration and load spectra per hour. The given quantities determine the rate of service life time consumption for an airframe.
The outcomes obtained are necessary to take into account corrections for the service life time consumption, which are conditioned by the Foreign operation peculiarities, and actions on support of flying stock safe operation by the technical state. These outcomes are also used to optimize timing of repair works and evaluate changes to be included in the activities that should be performed for detecting structure fatigue damages in due time.
Method of analysis and model for study
Features and advantages of the technology that has been applied for analysis, including comparison with the competitive methods, are presented in paper [5] . This technology combines capabilities of wavelet transforms and trained factor structures. According to the proposed approach, the samples of coefficients resulted from discrete wavelet transform of initial parameter time series under study and responsible for different observation periods are considered as values of observed variables in the subsequent confirmatory factor analysis to reveal time history of factor influences and estimates of factor interaction. Functional dependence representation created with the aid of wavelet transforms makes it possible to figure out differences in process characteristics for diverse scales. Identification of free factor model parameters (usually factor variances and covariances) is carried out by a new direct (noniterative) procedure based on the maximum likelihood method, which is an alternative to traditional local iterative solution of optimization problems.
Comparison of different sorts of factor structures yielded preference of variance components factor models. This fact was conditioned by linearity of their analytical representations, which is convenient for direct estimations of free parameters, and greater overdetermination reserve.
General form of selected models is shown in Figure 6 . Factors A and a represent maneuvering load repetition for using aircraft by two different schools of flying training, correspondingly, whereas factors B and b represent climatic conditions of basing in two different countries. Initial dynamic series, which represent the rate of damage accumulation to be analyzed, are to be transformed into wavelet coefficients. Instantiation of this factor model for studying influence of maneuvering load occurrences and climatic conditions of basing on aircraft damage accumulation rate is given in Figure 7 . It is destined for 8-point dynamic series realizations of the parameter under study, which represented rates of damage accumulation. Only four last wavelet coefficients (of eight) were used for analysis: this detail was conditioned by the application features. Influences of features of two national flying training schools (factors R and F) as well as influences of two national operational environments (factors D and A) are to be investigated with the aid of this model.
The algorithm of this model analysis was software implemented on the base of the LabVIEW graphical programming environment. The proper calculations that had been carried out revealed causal and temporal relationships between the latent factors in question and statistical significance of different model components. 
Calculation results
Three types of factor models were compared to estimate significance of influences of national flying training schools and national operational environments on the damageability resulted from different loads, viz.: saturated model containing both types of influences under study, models taking into account influences of national flying training schools only and models considering merely environment factors.
Obtained comparison results are presented in Tables 1-4 . The Daubechies D4 wavelet transform was used to reveal differences in process characteristics for the observation periods under study. Indicated goodness-of-fit measures distributed as  2 show how the expected covariance matrices derived from the given factor models, in which free parameters have been identified with the aid of the maximum likelihood method, conform to the sample covariance matrices of the observed variables. Variances and covariances represented by free parameters of the factor models under consideration, whose values were obtained by the maximum likelihood method, are given in Figure 10 . These estimations yielded the correlations between factors R and F presented in Figure 11 . of basing on aircraft damage accumulation rate; analysis of system factors and testing of their significance revealed differences between national flying training schools to yield statistically significant effect on the process of aircraft damage accumulation under repeated loads.
